
Welcome 
to HISABI

Hisabi Online is a part of the Hisabi Suite, a 
premier e-financial services product from PCNC IT 

Solutions. Hisabi Suite is a complete and secure financial 
transaction platform that meets all the needs of a bank, 
and all the expectations of the customer. It is designed 

with specific focus on managing the client’s expectations of 
online banking, be it on the internet or mobile. 

The Hisabi Suite has a wide range of functionalities with a 
robust capability of seamless integration with any banking 

system. Its products are designed as components 
of a complete solution, with the flexibility to be 

implementable collectively or sequentially. 
With a host of products, Hisabi Suites takes the 

customer’s experience of banking to new 
heights.



HISABI Online

PCNC IT Solutions introduce a Web application solution to place banking in your PC and/or tablet – the HISABI Online 
banking application. It caters to the customer and their clients’ requirements of banking, by focusing on the expectation 
from digital environment, and delivers an autonomous multi-functional banking experience.

Hisabi Online is a Web application that is compatible with any banking system worldwide. The application can be used on 
any PC or/and Tablet with web browser, giving access to your clients for all their most commonly used banking needs and 
much more.  Flexibility of the Hisabi Online application enables clients to effortlessly communicate with their bank account 
on a 24x7 basis. Its friendly UI doesn’t require the client to be tech savvy to use the application and simplifies the banking 
experience. 

The application has a wide range of functionalities that the bank can choose from to provide to their clients. It’s modular 
structure with an efficient API design, enables seamless and swift integration of new functions without disruption of the 
active application. 

Rapidly changing customer needs, technology and business scenarios require banks to stay agile participants in the 
evolution of business. Hisabi Mobile is a trusted companion to support change, allowing you to make almost instantaneously 
improve your service bouquet for your clients. The addition and deletion of existing functions or the creation of a new 
function is only limited by the bank’s requirements and it is the commitment of the team at PCNC to provide it in minimal 
time.  While the Hisabi Online application partner’s with the bank to saves time for the customer and bank employee, 
reduces footfalls at the bank’s premises, it also diligently works to increase banking transactions, grow business, and 
create a loyal clientele for the bank.



Secure Online Banking Architecture





The Preferred Mobile Application
Hisabi Online is a product that is designed and created with state of the art technology and on par with 

global banking and security standards. Each aspect of the application is derived from a thorough analysis 
of the requirements in the banking industry and developed with precision to ensure a secure environ-

ment for the bank and its clients to conduct e-financial transactions without fear.
Some of the key aspects of the application are:

Security: A major factor when conducting e-financial transactions, security of the online ap-
plication and the entire Hisabi suite is taken very seriously at PCNC. We ensure the highest 

level of security to safeguard the bank and its clients from any fraudulent activities. We are 
continuously upgrading our security parameters with newer innovations as the technological 

environment evolves. The mobile application has a secure ‘second factor authentication’ to 
protect the client’s account and transactions. The application also has a ‘Maker-Checker’ 

security feature that can be activated as required for individual clients or groups

Data Access: The Hisabi Online application draws data from the secure server 
that has a triple-level for access. This is one of the strongest features of the mo-

bile application. It ensures secure transactions from both the bank and the client. 
While the client is reassured of their information stored with the bank, the bank 

in turn can provide selectively access to their various clients depending 
on their requirements and access clearance.



API Feature: The efficient Application Program Interface (API), which is a set of protocols, and tools 
used for building the applications, allows easy integration with the existing banking system. This makes it 
cost-effective for the bank as they do not require any changes to their legacy banking systems to facilitate 
e-banking for their clients. The API also simplifies the changes and inclusions in the application, as 
and when required by the bank.

Easy to Manage: The application has a backend administration module that makes 
it very easy to manage the application. The bank can easily customize parameters for 
transactions carried out by each client, depending on their credit standing with the 
bank. Besides customization, the bank can also control access parameters of each 
client individually. This module gives the bank the flexibility to control, modulate 
and increase the client’s transactions with the bank and improve their affinity 
towards mobile banking.   

Profitability: Hisabi online alters the general perception of online banking from 
being a cost centre to a profit centre. The bank has the flexibility to charge commission on 
certain transactions, such as bill payments, either from the client or the companies that receive 
the payment. Hisabi mobile also has an optional facility for the bank to sell banner advertising to 
monetize the mobile banking application.



Client User - Friendly          FeaturesSelf
registration 

- Using debit card
- Using account 
- information

Mobile 
Top – UP 

Transfer between my accounts
Card settlements

Transfer to another inside bank
Define beneficiaries internal 

Transfer to international bank
Define beneficiaries external

Easy transfer of funds

- Manage bank cheques
- Request cheque book
- Display post cheque info

Manage Cheques

Pay to 
Friend

- Person to 
person fund 

transfer 
(Hisabi pay to friend)

Pay To 
merchant

- Person 
to 
business 

  (Hisabi pay to 
Merchant)

Bill payment

- Payment history
- Define new payee



Client User - Friendly          Features

Card management Credit / Debit /Cash 

- Card balances 
- Card mini statement
- Card full statement 
- Card monthly 
   statement 
- Change debt card  
   currency 

Multilingual 

- English 
- Arabic 
- Other

- Contact Us
- About Us
- Location
- Branches

- ATMs 

Bank information

Profile 
Management

- Change password
- Change the static transfer PIN

- Manage mobile device, add new 
devices, delete or deactivate devices 

- Set the account’s nickname
- Resent activate code for new devices
- Reset the password
- Customize favorite dashboard accounts, 
  cards and currencies

- Manage all your 
bank accounts

- Accounts 
balances

- Issue & print 
accounts full & 

minin statement

- Mini 
statement

- Full statement - Change account 
nickname

Multi Client Accounts Management

- Renew a card
- Replace a damaged 
   card
- Stop a card
- Issue & print cards 
   full & mini statement



The Hisabi Suite of Products
The Hisabi Suite is designed as a set of five modular component products that are individual 
solutions, and collectively form one comprehensive e-banking solution. 

·	 Hisabi Mobile: A native mobile application that brings banking into the palm of your 
hand, usable on the Android OS and the iOS. It has all the functionalities required by the 
bank and its customers. The flexible Hisabi design allows quick and easy incorporation 
of additional functions to the application.

·	 Hisabi Online: It is a web-based application that compliments the Hisabi Mobile 
product. It has the same features and functionality as well as a corresponding flexi-
bility to enhance features. 

·	 Hisabi USSD: This is a product that supports the customer’s banking activity via mobile phones 
in areas that do not have 3G/4G connectivity for smartphones. It works on the SMS platform of the mobile 
service and has sufficient but partial access to banking functionalities, due to the limited security provided on 
the SMS platform by mobile service providers. 

·	 Hisabi IVR: The Interactive Voice Response is a much needed product to enable the customer to access their 
banking requirements without any human intervention. 

·	 Hisabi Loyalty: A customer retention tool, this product is easily integrated with all banking applications to 
manage a comprehensive loyalty point program. Customer’s can collect points from various banking schemes 
into a single repository of points and uses these points for various offers that the bank provides periodically. 



Company Overview
PCNC IT SOLUTIONS is Palestinian’s leading technology provider company, delivering business solutions 
for almost 2 decades. The company has established its dominance as the leader in information technology 
(IT) and enterprise solutions, and delivers a wide-ranging portfolio of information technology in hardware 
and software solutions. 

Founded in 1997 by Iyad K. Qumsieh, a visionary technologist, he has since pioneered in laying the 
foundation of many delivery models and emerging technology formats, defining the technology of the 
21st century in Palestine. His conviction to build a company intrinsically committed to a ‘Customer First’ 
attitude is echoed by every employee of the company.

PCNC IT SOLUTIONS differentiates itself by providing end-to-end solutions, innovation and industry lead-
ership. It has a proven track record in data center solutions and payment solutions for financial institutions 
and banks. The collaboration with Bank of Palestine in 2010 resulted in the path-breaking e-payment 
solutions, PALPAY E-Payments. 

Striving to improve itself with continuous innovate solutions for the financial industry, PCNC IT SOLU-
TIONS provides a secure environment for our customers and their clients. We perpetually enhance our 
knowledge and upgrade expertise, ensuring we remain industry leaders, focused on partnering with our 
customers and fortifying their success.


